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1. INTRODUCTION 
Despite enorrnous development and pove此yalleviation programs 
since long， stil more th阻 halfof Bangladesh's 112 million people are living 
in absolute poverty. In Bangladesh， poverty is predominantly a rural 
phenomenon as more than 80 per cent of iωpopulation are living in rural 
areas. Although there was a downward trend in the incidence of rural poverty 
∞uld be seen during the mid-eighties， itturned back again and rose 
considerably in the recent years.τ'hese findings， asa whole， question血e
conclusions and recommendations of hundreds of poverty studies and the 
effectiveness of increasing volume of pove此yalleviation programs in 
Bangladesh. However， the focus of the present paper is rather specific， that is， 
in巴quality，most commonly discussed deterrninant of poverty in Bangladesh， 
and its relation to poveロy.Inequality in a society could happen in many 
respects such as， incomes， properties， public opportunities， services， and so 
on.τ'h巴 basisof inequality could also be many like， sex， ethnicity， age， 
residence， education， power & authority， and so on. Ingeneral， it is the most 
important norrnative goal of every society， either rich or poor， toeliminate or 
redu偲 inequality合omsociety. Inequality， particularly income inequality， h笛
long been disωssed as an important deterrninant of poverty.百lisis 
parti印 larly甘uefor Bangladesh. InBangladesh a1 most al pove町 studies
discussed the泊equalityissue with pove託y(see K為an1977， Alamgir 1978， 
Ahmad and Hossain 1984， Rahman & Haque 1988， Rahman M. 1993， Sen 
1995， and so on). These studies mostly ∞nsidered in∞me and landholdings 
inequality in this regard although inequality prevails加manyother respects in 
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Bangladesh society. Moreover， most of these studies have failed to establish a 
clear positive relationship between inequality and pove此y.But， one common 
recommendation of these studies was that， reducing income and landholdings 
inequality is the most important measure to reduce poverty in Bangladesh. 
Off course， inequality in income and landholdings are highly undeserved in a 
society and should be of concem in poverty alleviation efforts. However， the 
other aspects of inequality such as， access to public opportunities， inequality 
between rural and urban sectors， etc.， are also equally， ifnot more， important 
in formulating effective poverty alleviation policy. Ayresρ984， p.79) quoted 
that“it is only valid to study poverty within the framework of some theory of 
income distribution and social inequalities in general …the causes of poverty 
are rooted in the same mechanisms that determines general inequalities 
prevailing in each society". The present paper has intended to examine this 
issue of rural pove町 inBangladesh through ∞nsidering the available data on 
inequality and poverty over the years since the 1960s. Due to the scarcity of 
data and keeping the relevancy of analysis with the existing poveはystudies in 
Bangladesh， inequality in terms of income and landholdings were considered. 
百lepaper discusses the ∞n田ptof poverty first， followed by a description of 
the extent of poverty and inequality in Bangladesh， and finally， examines the 
relationship between pove町 andinequality in terms of income and 
landholdings， mainly through following the trend of these variables over the 
years. 
2. WHAT IS POVERTY 
Poverty is a universal social problem， conceming al societies. 
However， itis highly relative in nature. It varies greatly in its extent and 
nature from culture to culture. Thus， itis not easy to define poverty. Insho此，
it is a ∞ndition of material deprivation and its unwanted consequences to 
the individuals and society. Tomaskevic-Deveyρ988， p.3) defined poverty 
as a ∞ndition of material deprivation and a lack of social integration. Two 
笛pectsof出isdefinition are material deprivation and lack of social 
integration. In terms of material deprivation poverty is an absolute， 
sornetimes referred to as physical (George 1973， p.28) phenomenon. On the 
other hand， interms of lack of social integration poverty is a relative 
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phenomenon. Although， the immediate ∞nsequen∞ of pove町 isthe 
material deprivation to the poor individuals and to their farnilies， more 
importan田 isgiven to its social aspects because the material deprivation 
伺 usesthe poor and their farnilies to be socially isolated and unable to 
participate in批 expectednormal social activities (Townsend 1979). Keeping 
similarity with the above ∞n∞ptualization the two most common approaches 
of studying pove此yare absolute pove目yand relative poverty. 
i)Absolute Povert1: It is a situation where people can't釦lfiltheir 
basic human needs. Robert McNamara， onαthe president of the World Bank， 
defined absolute pove旬結“acondition of life so degraded by dise笛 e，
illiteracy， malnutrition， and squalor as to deny its victims basic human 
mαssities"併yr白 1984，p.76・7刀.Absolut疋povertyis based on basic human 
needs. However， it includes social needs， such as literacy， health， etc.， aswell. 
i) Helative Povert1: In recent days， poverty h笛 beenincreasingly 
defined部出verysocial and relative terms and often claimed that this should 
be the甘uebasis of poverty measure for a pa而cularsociety. This ∞n回pt
emph錨izesthe inequality in income and focuses on the relative income 
distribution and social needs in a society rather than merely look.ing into the 
problem of pove町 inabsol附 terms.百let怠rmrelative poverty refers to the 
extent of difference of income share arnong the groups of泊dividu山 from
their population share. By this way， even江thebasic human necessities of the 
bottom 10 or 20 per印刷 ofthe population are satisfied， they may be 
considered among the relative poor if their absolut芯incomesare less than， for 
exarnple， one-third of出enational average per伺 pitain∞me. Hence， a 
society may have relative poverty， i.e.， some members may receive income 
less than others by some degree， but no absolut怠 poverty，i.e.， almembers 
receive incomes greater than the designed pov巴rtyline. In reality every 
society experien田 ssignificant degree of relative poverty. McNamara 
concluded that， relative poverty“means simply…that some citizens of a given 
∞m町 haveless personal abundance than their neighbors. That has always 
been the case， and granted the realities of differences between...individuals， 
Wil continue to be the case for decades to∞me"併yres，1984，p.77). 
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3. MEASURING POVERTY 
Like pove此yitself， the concepts used to define and measure it， such 
出 nutritionalrequirements， incomes， are also highly relative in nature and 
varies greatly between cultures and even， between groups based on agβ， sex， 
residence， etc. For example， inthe developing countries， like Bangladesh， a 
family without a Car would not be considered as poor， while in the developed 
countries， like Japan， a family without a Car might be considered as poor. 
Subsequently， a pure objective and universal measu問mentof poverty is 
elusive. Thus， several methods have been developed and used by the pove町
scholars ωmeasure poverty. Blackwood & Lynch (1994， p.568) grouped 
these methods under two broad categories， e.g.， absolute poverty measures 
and relative pov官rtymeasur白・Amongthese two， absolute measures of 
poverty are often used in the poverty studies. 。Absolut，m，asurls of Dov，rt;r: Absolute Poverty measures 
consider exclusively the well-being of the poor and there by suggesting the 
∞ndition of the poor only， and not the ∞ndition of the overall society. To 
measure poveロyab喧olut疋ly，establishing a poverty line is required first. A 
poverty line is based on essential human needs. Thus， toestablish a poverty 
line the first step isωdet町minethe essential human needs. Two components 
of essential human needs， e.g.， food and non-food items， are considered. The 
second step is to translate these needs into quantitative terms. To do this， a 
minimum nutritional 問quirementis set first then translated it into a minimum 
food consumption bundle required to f叫白1that nutritional requiremene. 
Then this minimum food bundle is translated into monetary terms. Fina11y， a 
proportion， such as 30%， of this amount added for non-food essentials 
(Townsend 1984， p.5・6;Rahman， Mahmud & Haquι1988， p.1乃.百leωtal
works as血epoveはyline. The persons whose income fa1 below this line are 
∞nsidered as poor. 
There are different methods of measuring absolute pove口y.
Blackwood and Lynch ρ994， pp.569・572)mentioned four types of absolute 
pove町 measures.These are: 1) Headcount measure， concemed with the 
number or percentage of population出atfals below the pove此yline; 2) 
Income shor拘Imeasure， calculates the amount of income by which the poor 
fal short of the poverty line and thus indicates their degree of immiseration; 
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3) Income distribution among the pooη∞n田 medwi出 theincome 
distribution among the poor and not the overall population; and 4) Composite 
poverty measures， reflects the number of poor， the extent of their 
immiseration， and the distribution of income among the poor， such as 'Sen 
Index'. 
i) E.elative measures of Doverti: Relative poverty measures define 
the segment of population that is poor in relation to the income of the general 
population.百1US，pove此Yis not determined by a discret怠pove町 linerather it 
is determined by the relativity of the overall income of the population. Again， 
there a問 twotypes of relative poverty measures， e.g.， first， the average 
income of a particular group; such as bottom 40%; of the population is 
considered and second払 relativepov回 ymeasures examines the number of 
people whose incomes are less than or equal to a predetermined percentage of 
the mean income of the pop叫ation(Blackwood and Lynch 1994， p.572). One 
problem with relative poverty measures is that they do not reflect the well-
being of those who are poor. A person may be relatively poor but may or may 
not be absolutely poor or vise versa. 
Among the methods mentioned above， head∞unt ratio of absolute 
poverty measure has been considered in this study mainly because ofβrstly， 
in a ∞untry like Bangladesh， where the overall level of income is very low， 
relative poverty measure could ∞nsider a significant number of poor as non-
poor by considering the relative income differen回 tothe whole population; 
second，か most poverty studies (Rahman & Haque 1988， FAO 1984， Ayres 
1984， ILO 1979， World Bank 1975) agree that in a situation of mass pove町ヘ
like Bangladesh， only absolute measures of poverty∞uld actually indicate 
the巴xtentof misery of the vast poor; and final/y， most poverty estimates in 
Bangladesh are calculated on the basis of headcount measures of absolute 
pove此y(TaskForceR々port1993， Rahman and Haque 1988， Khan 197刀.
4. THE CONCEPT OF INEQUALITY 
Inequality is an important出pectof inquiry in the social sciences. In 
practice， it is one of the major concem of every society too. Inequality means 
having more share of society's available income， public service， opportunity， 
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etc.， by田rtaingroups than that of others. There is strong normative debate 
about whether inequality is叩 essentialfeature of the society or not. There 
are also evidences and arguments both in favor and against it. In a facilitating 
discussion Lampman (1971，p.23) summarized the vast literature of inequality 
around five consequential propositions. These are: 1) The utilitarian 
proposition that equalization of incomes will lead to maximization of 
consumer satisfaction; 2) The liberal proposition that economic equ必ization
will lead to the ideal allocation of power; 3) The classical proposition that 
inequality contributes to economic progress; 4) The Malthusian proposition 
that inequality results in (or is necessary to) c叫tu叫 progress;and 5) The 
sociological proposition that inequality is necessary to working of a ∞mplex 
society.百ledebate would go far more. However it might be true白紙 itis 
very difficult， ifnot impossible， toensure equality in al respects， ifnot a 
single， ina society as there would be numerous aspects of inequality and as 
there is natural differences among people or in universal social demands. 
5. EXTENT OF POVERTY IN BANGLADESH 
i) Briザlntroductionto Bangladesh 
Bangladesh， situated in the South Asia， isthe home of 11.4 
million people. It is the eighth most populous country in the world. However， 
with a area of only 147，570 sq.km. it is one of the highest densely populated 
(755 per sq.km.)∞untry in the wo此 Morethan 80 per cent of the 
population live in rural areas and about 80 per田ntof the population is 
directly dependent on agriculture. Land is the only productive asset of rural 
Bangladesh. But the land:man ratio is very low only 0.18 acres per person. 
Near1y 50 per回ntof the population are functionally (owing less than 0.50 
acres of land) landless. In addition， frequent natural calamities， like Floods， 
Tomados， Cyclone， Drought， River erosion， etc.， causing significant number 
of persons to become destitute regular1y. With these facts Bangladesh has 
long been considered as one of the p∞rest country in the wor1d. 
i砂Extentand Trend in Absolut~ Povelηin Rural Bangladesh 
There is no shortage of studies dealing with estimating poverty in 
Bangladesh. Most of these studies used the same data generated by the 
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Household Expendi旬reSurvey of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistiω (BBS). 
Z盆lι.1presents the proportion of absolute poor in rural Bangladesh 
estimated by different studies for different years. Although there are 
differences among the estimates because of their differences in the methods 
凶ed，it helps us to get an idea about the extent and trend in rural poverty in 
Bangladesh since the early 1960's. It is seen出at，consistently by al estimates， 
compared to 1964， the proportion of poor increased rapidly til the late 1970's 
or early 1980's. Then we could see a steady decline in the proportion of poor 
since either at late 1970's or at the beginning of白e1980's til 1985・86.
However from then there is again an increasing tendency could be seen.百le
proportion of absolute poor w酪 40.2per∞nt in 1964 which increased to 
76 per∞nt in 1969 then further increased to 82.9 per cent (BBS， 1995) in 
1974 then it decreased to 40・50per田ntin 1986 and since then， itstarted 
rising again and reached to 59 per cent in 1994. Overall it could be concluded 
that despite enormous developmental and poverty alleviation programs the 
poveはysituation in rural Bangladesh is worsening in the re田ntyears rather 
than improving. 
6. EXTENTOF悶EQUALITYIN BANGLADESH 
Inequality is the common concem of al poverty studies in 
Bangladesh. However， data on inequality in different respects in Bangladesh 
is extremely scarce. Thus， most pove民ystudies limited their discussion on 
inequality in respect to only income and landholdings.百lepresent paper also 
considers the above mentioned two aspects of inequality. 
砂ExtentolIncome Inequali.炉
Most pove町 studiesin Bangladesh found significant degre巴of
inequality in terms of泊∞me併lamgir1978; Ahmad & Hossain 1984; 
Rahman， Mahmud & Ha伊e1988; Hossain， Mannan， Rahman & Sen 1994， 
Rahman M. 1993). Comparing the extent of inequality in Bangladesh with 
other developing countries， Alamgirρ978， p.13・15)concluded that income 
inequality in bo白 ruraland urban Bangladesh represent the median value in 
∞mparison to other developing nations (s民主連註.2).He also concluded that 
in∞me inequality in Bangladesh remained unchanged during the early 1960's 
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but declined during the late 1960's. The percentage of income accruing by 
different groups of households along with Gini co・efficient4 of income 
concentration for different years in rural Bangladesh has been presented in 
E回全2.Data shows that income inequality in rural Bangladesh increased in 
1974 to a Gini-coefficient of 0.36 from 0.33 in 1964 and further increased to 
0.44， atits ever pick， in1977. But， since then， it remains almost steady over 
the years ranging from 0.35 to 0.37. However， it was stil higher in 1992 than 
that of in 1964. Thus， interms of Gini-coefficient of income concentration 
there is a significant income inequaliザ existsin rural Bangladesh and the 
trend， although not increasing it does not decreasing significantly either. 
If we go through the income share of different population groups 
we could see that the major propoロionof income has been concentrated in 
the hands of top few percentage of people. The top 5 per cent were accruing 
about 18 P紅白ntof the total income while the bottom 5 per cent of the 
households were accruing only about 1 p町田ntof the total income in 1991・
92. Again the bottom 10 per cent of the households were accruing about only 
2.67 per田ntof the total income while the top 10 per cent were accruing 
about 28.04 per旬以 ofthe income. This findings indicate a high degree of 
inequality in terms of income in rural Bangladesh.百letrend of the share of 
income of different population groups is also frustrating. The share of the 
bottom 10 per cent households decreased by more th釦 one-thirdto 2.4 per 
cent in 1974 than in 1964， 3.3 perαnt. Although the share of income of this 
group increased a bit since 1974 it again started declining since 1984 and stil 
the share is less than that of the share of 1964. In contrast the share of the top 
10 per cent households has remained almost same up to 1984， then it 
increased to 31 per∞nt in 1986. After that it decreased slightly but stil the 
proportion of share is higher (28.04 per cent) in 1992 than that of the share 
(27 per cent) in 1964. Almost same trend of share of income of the bottom 5 
and 10 per cent indicates that there is not much change in the share of income 
among the lower groups in the continuum. The more or less same trend could 
also be seen for the top 5 per cent households. However， the increase in the 
share of income of the top 5 per cent was much higher than bottom 5 per cent. 
τ'he increase of the share of bottom 5 per cent in 1986 than in 1964 was about 
0.40 percentage points while the 
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comparing the trend in the share of income of the top and bottom 10 per回nt
households， we could see that， the share of the top 10 perαnt households in 
1992 (28.04 P紅白nt)is higher than that of the share of 1964 (27 per白川，
while the share of the bottom 10 p町田ntin 1992 (2.67 P紅白nt)is less than 
that of the share of 1964 (3.3 per旬以).Fina1ly， the income share of a11 4 
bottom deciles are lower泊1992出anthat of 1964. All these findings indicate 
the increasing income inequa1ity in rura1 Bangladesh. However， one thing 
could be mentioned here is that the decreasing share of income of both the 
top and bottom groups of households in the recent years indicates that the 
income concentration is happening among the middle order households which 
could be seen in I盆並]..Overa11 itcould be safely said白紙 ahigh level of 
m∞me inequa1ity prevails in rural Bangladesh and in recent days although 
出etop groups of households are losing their share of incomes these are not 
going to血ebottom households rather th叩∞n田ntratingamong the deciles 
of 5 to 9， which could a1so be considered as well-o百households，and hence 
have litle impact in reducing poverty. 
i) Extent olInequaU砂inLandholdings 
τ'he other important indicator of inequality， considered by most 
scholars， islandholdings， the only means of production in rura1 Bangladesh. 
Data on land ownership at the national level in Bangladesh is extremely 
S伺 rα.Khanρ977，p.15乃inanalyzing this aspect of inequality， was unable 
to find any data on land ownership pattem and ∞mmented that，“It is a great 
pity that the important globa1 surveys made litle effort to obtain information 
on the distribution of land ownership".百lenhe analyzed the fact on the basis 
of available data on operationallandholdings and conc1uded that there was a 
significant increase in the proportion of landless and sma11 farmers between 
1960 姐 d 1967・68 (p.158) 泊 Bangladesh. Regarding the share of 
landholdings of different groups of population， there is no data available over 
the ye訂s.However， on the basis of BBS (Jan.1995， p.147) data of the Census 
of Agriculture 1983・84we were estimated the share of landownership of 
different groups of households for that particular year. BBS data presented as 
number of households and their percentage in each land holding c1ass. From 
this data， the tota1 amount of land owned by each group of households was 
calculated by multiplying the mid-value and the no. of households in白紙
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particular group. The calculated total amount of land owned by different 
groups has been pr目印tedin工並並A.Like income， a high concentration of 
land in the hand of the few upper class people in rural Bangladesh in 1983・84
could be seen from the data.百lebottom 8.67 per cent of the households did 
not own any land while only top 3.85 per cent of the households owned 22.1 
per∞nt of the total land. Again， more than 46 per回ntbottom households 
owing only about 4.5 per cent of the totalland while the top 20.1 per cent of 
the households possessed about 68 per cent of the total land. Ahmad and 
Hossainρ985， p.72)， on the basis of Land 0∞upancy Survey of 1978， also 
quoted白at，29 per白ntof the rural households did not own any land other 
than the homestead and about 50 per cent of the households owned up to 0叫y
0.5 acres. At the other end， the top 2.7 per回nthouseholds who owned land 
泊thesizes of more than 10 acres ∞ntrolled nearly a quarter of the totalland. 
劫 anρ97乃 Alauddinand Tisdellρ989)， Ahmad & Hossainρ985)， 
Rahman and Haqueρ988)， Hossain et al ρ994) al showed a significant 
incre笛ein the percentage of landless households in rural Bangladesh， which 
implying growing inequality of land distribution in rural Bangladesh. 
Ignoring the ∞nceptual and definitional problems， Alauddin and Tisdell 
considered data from various agricultural田nsusesand concluded that there is 
substantial degree of inequality in land distribution. Their calculated Gini 
∞efficients of operational and ownership of landholdings for different years 
have been presented in I盆並立.It is seen that there was a decreasing 
tendency in the inequality in operational holdings from 1960 ti1 1977 then it 
increased again significantly. The Gini-coe妊icient for operational 
landholdings in rural Bangladesh in 1960 was 0.50 which was d巴creasedto 
0.48 in 1968 and further decreased to 0.42 in 1977. However， then it rose 
significantly to 0.53 in 1984 which is higher than that of in 1960. Inequality 
in land ownership， available for only two years of 1977 and 1983-84， also 
shows a significant increase between these two years. Thus， it could be said 
that high degree of inequality in terms of landholdings prevails in rural 
Bangladesh and the trend is， although there was a decrease， increasing in the 
recent years. 
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7. RELATION BETWEEN INEQUALITY AND POVERTY 
There is a strong support behind the argument that poverty is a 
function of inequality in the society. In the same way， most poverty studies in 
Bangladesh also considered inequality in explai凶ngthe pove此Y of 
Bangladesh. As mentioned earlier， most of th巴sestudies considered income 
叩 dlandholdings inequality (Khan 1977， Alamgir 1978， Rahman and Haque 
1988， Rahman， Mahmud and Haque 1988， Malony 1991， Rahman M. 1994). 
However， few studies attempted to examine the direct relationship between 
the incidence of poverty and inequality in respect to income and landholdings. 
Rather， seeing the high degree of inequality in rural Bangladesh， they simply 
∞ncluded that inequality in terms of income and landholdings has important 
implications for出巴 incidenceof poverty. In this section of the paper the 
relationship between poverty and inequality has been examined. 。Pove，てyand income inequaU砂
At the beginning， it might be useful to see the position of Bangladesh， 
∞mpared to other developing countries， interms of income inequality. We 
could see from the data presented in I辿註...2血at，泊∞meinequality in 
Bangladesh is less severe than several other countries like India， Philippines， 
Pakistan， Malaysia， etc. From the data， it is not evident that income inequality 
is directly related to poverty as we see白紙 thecountries which have been 
able to redu田 theirpoverty significantly， such as South Korea， Malaysia， 
have had higher inequality出anthat of the ∞untries like Bangladesh， India， 
Pakistan， which are stil su任'eringfrom large scale of mass poverty. 
In particular， data on proportion of poor and Gini-coefficient of 
income ∞ncentration in rural Bangladesh over the years have been presented 
inI辿凶andQ邸h..1.Data on propo同onof poor have been t紘，enfrom the 
主連lιよ.For the years of 1974 to 1989 Task Force (1991) data were 
considered. For the years 1964 and 1992， the proportion were estimated from 
Ahmad & Hossainρ985) and Sen ρ995) respectively by considering their 
average di百'erencesof estimates，ωlculated from the overlapping years， from 
the Task Force estimates. It could be noted here that al the estimates by 
different scholars were based on Hous巴holdExpenditure Data of BBS. The 
differences among estimates were mainly because of differences in the 
definition of∞n田ptslike non-food or food-items， minimum calorie 
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requirements， etc. So， it could be considered that inferring合omthese data 
would not differ much from the reality. Gini-coefficient of income inequality 
data were taken from工辿註♀forthe respective years. 
We could see an increase in bo出 incomeinequality and propo凶on
of poor in rural Bangladesh in 1974 than it was in 1964.百leGini ratio of 
income inequality increased from 0.33 in 1964 to 0.36 in 1974. While 
increase in the proportion of poor was， from 57.1 per cent in 1964 to 60.3 per 
cent in 1974. This suggests an increase of 0.03 points in the Gini ratio caused 
in an increase of more than 3 percentage points in the proportion of poor. 
Which means an incre錨eof about 1 percentage point in the proportion of 
poor for an increase of 0.01 unit in the Gini co・efficient.Again， after 1974， 
the income inequality increased to a large extent by about 0.08 points in the 
Gini ratio and reached to its pick at 0.44 in 1977. In the same direction， the 
proportion of poor also increased to its pick at 78.9 per cent in the same year， 
an increase of about 20 percentage points. This means an increase of about 
2.4 percentage points in the proportion of poor for an increase of 0.01 unit in 
the Gini∞-efficient. It reveals that proportion of poor increased more rapidly 
than increase in the income inequality during this period. One reason behind 
this mi酔tbe山 devastatingt100d and subsequent famine in the∞un町 in
1974 which may led increasing number of people into poverty during the 
following years. Since 1977， both Gini∞-efficient of income inequality and 
proportion of poor declined to a Gini ratio of 0.36 and 55.3 per cent 
respectively in 1982. This means a decrease in the propo口ionof poor by 
about 2.8 percentage points per 0.01 unit decrease in the Gini∞-efficient of 
in∞me inequality. This is very close to白eproportion of increase during the 
period 1974 to 1977. This increase and decrease in the same direction of the 
proportion of poor with the income inequality up to 1982， strongly supports 
the hypothesis that income inequality is positively related to the proportion of 
poor in rural Bangladesh. However， since 1982， we could see that income 
inequality remained almost same with a very slight t1uctuation within the 
years， while the propo出onof poor∞ntinued to decrease and reached to its 
lowest level at 37.3 per cent in 1986. Finally， since 1986 there was a constant 
increase泊theproportion of poor could be seen till1992. It rose to 45.40 per 
cen~ in 1992 from 37.3 p町田ntin 1986. However， there w 
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also see these findings in生母lU.where， till1986， the proportion of poor line 
closely follows the income inequality line but since then the proportion of 
poor line rises∞nstantly， while the income加equalityline remained almost 
same. This increase in the proportion of poor without an increase. inincome 
inequality does not support the above stated hypothesis. However， this 
f1uctuation in the relationship might be explained by the fact that there were 
two devastating floods泊 Bangladeshduring the years of 1987 and 1988 
which might have forced a large number of people into poverty during the 
following years without叩 ysignifi伺 ntchange in the income inequality 
siωation. So， we could conclude that there might be a close positive 
relationship between income 泊equalityand proportion poor in rural 
Bangladesh， however， the relationship might not follow the same direction 
following the years of severe natural calamities. 
i) Inequality in Landholdings and Proportion 0/ Poor 
Now we will examine another most often discussed determinants of 
poverty， p制 icularlyin Bangladesh， that is， inequality in landholdings. 
Rahman， Mahmud and Haqueρ988， p.49) described landlessnessぉ themost 
crucial element in explaining the level and growth of poverty in Bangladesh. 
It is likely that command over landholdings of a rural household is strongly 
and positively related to its income， e.g.， more the land more the income， and 
thus， influences the poveロystatus of the household. Hence， itcould also be 
assumed that the proportion of poor is also positively related with the 
inequality in landholdings. Data on inequality in land ownership in 
Bangladesh is extremely scarce. Whatever available could not be∞mpared 
over the years due to methodological and definitional problems. As data on 
landownership is not available we have considered the data on operational 
holdings which was available over the years and considered by poverty 
scholars 仏lauddinand Tisdell1989， Khan 197刀.Operational landholdings 
could be a proper substitute of landownership as most of the cultivators 
(油out96抑制。 inrural Bangladesh are either owner-cultivator or owner-
cum-tenant-cultivator. The other 4 perαnt tenant-cultivator also having 
command over land， although through tenancy， and thus their income is likely 
to be influen∞d by the landholdings they are operating (Navin et al 1988， 
p.32). Data on inequality泊 operationallandholdings for the recent years is 
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not available， it was available up to 1985 since 1960.百lesewould help us to 
examine the relationship betwe巴ninequality in landholdings and proportion 
of poor. Data on Gini co・e妊icientof operational landholdings and proportion 
of poor has been presented in工盛並1..The proportion of poor data were taken 
合om:Iabk..亘 andthe data on inequality in operational landholdings were 
taken from I盆弘三.It could be clearly seen that there is no strong positive 
relationship between inequality in landholdings and proportion of pove氏y.
Rather， the relationship is negative. 百le inequality in operational 
landholdings decreases constantly til 1977 from a Gini coefficient of 0.50 in 
1960 to 0.48 in 1968，出enfurther to 0.42 in 1977. On the other hand we 
could see a ∞mplete reverse trend in the proportion of poor which increased 
from 57 per∞nt in 1964， 60.3 per田ntin 1974， and further to 78.9 per cent 
in 1977. After 1977，出eGini co・efficientof operational landholdings 
increased significantly to 0.53 in 1984. While the propo凶onof poor， again in 
a reverse trend， decreased to 46.3 per cent in 1984. These ∞mplete inverse 
relationship (s民生皇位1)between inequality泊operationallandholdings and 
proportion of poor leads us to a conclusion that there is a strong relationship 
between inequality in landholdings and proportion of poor， however， the 
relationship is not positive， rather， it is negative， e.g.， higher the inequality in 
operationallandholdings lower the proportion of poor. 
This situation might be explained by the fact of decreasing 
importance of land as sour回 ofincome in the rural areas of Bangladesh. 
Several factors might have contributed to this. Firstly， with the increase in 
non-farm activities in rural Bangladesh， dependency on land as the basis of 
income has been decreased; Secondly， increasing urbanization and 
industrialization has also increased the off-farm emplo戸nentoppoはunityfor 
the rural poor; Third.か， increase in the wage of labor has decreased the 
proportion of profit for the伺 pital，such as land， which again helps to 
decreas巴theimportan印 ofland as a source of income; Fourth払 massive
development activities and poverty alleviation programs， particularly the 
target oriented poverty alleviation programs， have also helped the poor to 
increase their income from sources other than land; and Finally， the changed 
relations between different sub-sectors of economy in the context of em巴rging
new economic 0 
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8. DISCUSSION 
We have seen that出ough，income inequality has a positive 
relationship with the proportion of poor in a limited s巴nse，inequality in 
operational landholdings has no such relationship in rural Bangladesh.百le
relationship between operational landholdings and proportion of poor does 
not support the conclusion of landholdings as an important determinant of 
poverty in rura1 Bangladesh. Thus， the common conclusion of most pove町
studies of re-distribution of land as a ne田ssarystep to re山田 pove此Yof 
m叩 yscholars， such as Khan (1970); Ahmed and Hossainρ98刀;Rahman， 
Mahmud & Haqueρ994); Motiur (1993)， seems less impo同組 inrura1 
Bangladesh for出epu中ose.百legood examples of pove町 reductionand 
land reform of the ∞untries like South Korea， Taiwan， China， etc.， are often 
cited in this regard. However， the success of these ∞untries are case specific 
and were e妊ectiveonly because of the given socio-politica1 and resource 
b部esof those countries. Such as， inChina， the earlier collective agricultural 
system proved smothering initiative， effort， innovation， productivity and 
growth.官lUS，it libera1ized， rather than restricting options， and leased out 
land to individuals and households since 1978.百lIscontributed to the rapid 
agricultural growth in China in the 1980s. InSouth Korea， a foreign power 
(US) expropriate land from non-native (Japanese) landlords and re-distributed 
it to the native tenants and， later， pressured loca1 govemments to take over 
privately held land (ADB 1994， 26・27?In addition， it is a1so true that these 
countries have achieved a significant development in the industrial sector 
during this period. Thus， itis also difficult to ascertain that how much is 
contributed by land reform and how much is contributed by the growth in the 
industria1 sector in the success in pove此yreduction in these countries. In 
Bangladesh， however， with the fact of extremely low land:man ratio (only 
0.18 acres per person)， now a days， itis increasingly rea1ized that even 
massive re-distribution of land might not be proved as a viable measure to 
redu田 masspoverty (see Task Force Report 1991， Hossain et al 1994， 
Rahman M. 1995， Karim 1996). In any case， given the high inequality in 
landholdings in rura1 Bangladesh land reform is strongly recommended and 
should be one of the major concem in terms of inequality. However，笛
mentioned， land re-distribution， might not be a viable measure in this 
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direction. Land re-distribution would cause more fragmentation in the already 
fragmented small plots， which is not economically viable at all. Hence， it
might led more people into poveロyand cause decreasing productivity of land. 
Which， inturn， would adversely affect the overall economic growth of the 
∞untry.百lUS，the nature of land reform must be directed to improve the 
productivity of land which might be achieved through aggregate use of small 
pieces of land.百liswould allow easy application of modern technologies and 
thus， helps to increase the productivity. In Bangladesh， this has already 
evident that aggregate use of land could significantly incre出ethe productivity 
of land by using it other pu中osesthan cultivation of crop.百le伺 seofshrimp 
cultivation in the阻lulnaregion， where land is used as large enterprises by 
joining the small pieαs land， isthe best example of出is.Data shows that， 
despite low level of irrigation， fertilizer use， intensity of cropping， etc.， the 
gross agricultural products of Khulna region increased by about 22.24 per 
白 ntover 1977・78to 1987・88period. While the other regions in Bangladesh 
remained almost same in this regard.百lisincrease in production could be 
largely attributed to the use of land in shrimp cultivation in the ∞stal belts of 
Khulna region. Due to this Khulna region has also experienced a high growth 
of 160.5 per cent in the fisheries sector∞mpared to the negative growth of 
悦 otherregions ~uring the same period (see Motiur 1993， p.166・1刀).百is
type of use of land could help to increase the productivity of land which， in
tum， could contribute to the economic growth of the ∞untry. It is found in 
recent studies that only sustained economic growth could reduce poverty 
significantly. In its reαnt sωdy on poverty on Asia ADBρ994) concluded 
that“those countries which have had the most success with reducing rural 
pove町 seemto be those which have also had sustained growth" (p.48). 
Again， there is no doubt that persistent poverty in Bangladesh is 
deep rooted in the existing high degree of inequality in the society but not 
within the landholdings and income inequalities alone， asmentioned by most 
poverty scholars. Rather it， most expectedly， lies with other aspects of 
inequality in出esociety such as， inequality in the share of the public facilities， 
public resources， and concentration of assets and services in the urban areas 
in comparison with rural areas， and so on.百lIs
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goods and services in the society. Maloneyρ991) also mentioned that the 
fruits of economic growth (about 4 per∞nt per year) in Bangladesh 
∞mpared to出epopulation growth (about 2.4 per cent per year) goes to the 
richer minority， especially those in Dhaka.百lereis s四rcityof data about the 
share of different groups of population in public facilities.百lesepublic 
facilities are highly subsidized. Generally， it could be assumed that the share 
of the poor in public opportunities such as， education， health， etc.， is
extremely low. One broad evident in support of this is that most facilities are 
concentrated in the urban areas and as such， remain beyond the huge mass 
rural poor population. In the urban area also， there might be litle evidence of 
using these facilities by the poor section.百lefollowing example could help 
us to guess出巴 extentof such inequality. In addition to the fact of very 
negligible public expendiωre on education (under 3 per cent of GDP in 
Bangladesh泊 the1980s)， the fact of subsidy in tertiary education， no doubt 
enjoyed by the urban affluent section， ismore than 250 per田nt，while it w槌
only 5.3 per回 ntto primary schooling (see ADB 1994， p.6). Gunnar Myrdal 
(1972) in his famous book‘Asian Drama: An Inquiry into the poverty of 
nations' also mentioned that inequality within the occupations or sectors， 
rural urban expenditure is greater in the South Asian countries than that of the 
westem countries which have important implications in explaining poverty (p. 
106). 
9. CONCLUSION 
The above discussion clearly indicates that inequality in 
Bangladesh society should be an important∞nsideration. However， it is more 
appropriate in terms of social justiα. Its implications for persisting pove町
needs to be re-examined as the inequalities泊 incomeand landholdongs did 
not follow a clear positive relationship with the proportion of poor. It is 
ne白 ssaryto consider the persisting m部spoveはYof rural Bangladesh in 
respect to the mechanisms of general inequality in the overall society rather 
出釦focusingon pa凶ωlaraspects of inequality.百lisagain， needs systematic 
in-depth study within the framework of general inequality prevailing in the 
society， particularly inequality in terms of access to public opportunities. 
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昌生盆1:Proportion of Absolute Poor (having less than 2122 ca1s/day/pe問。n)in Rural 
Bangladesh Esti皿atedby Different Studies 
Ve・m 1964 
s。ωrces
Khan， 1977 I 40.2 76.0 I 78.5 
BBS， 1995 57.0 I 51.0 I 48.0・
Ahmad & 
H。桔ain，I985
Islam & 47.7 62.3 
Khan，I986 
Muqtada 68.2 - 68.7 
1986 
Rahman & 65.27 一|乃 12149.81147.08 
Haque，I988 
Hos姐問 -I 77ιI 52.1 I 49.9 
1989 
Task Force 65.87 I 55.34 I 46.29 I 37.27 I 43.4・
Report， 1991 …51111||||53.81ぺ49152.9|
Rahman M. 1 -- 1 -- 1 -- I -- I -- I -- I ---一- I -- I -- I -- I 59.0 
1995 
SDII町田 Corr、piled骨omStatistical Ve.rbook ofBangladesh 1994 (p.575)， Report ofthe Task Forces on Bangladesh 
development Strategies for the 1990・s(J991，pp.55・56)，ILO (1977，p.147)， Ahmad & Ho瑚 in(1985，p. 70) and 
Rahman and Haque (1988，p2)， Motiur (1995，p.430) 
Nø/~: 1.' indicates no estimate for the respective cel 
NDle: Vears Indicates the last year of the Fiscal V.ar 
ruι.1: Extent of lnequality in Selected Countrie. 
Country Years Gini Coemcient 
Rural Ur回n j 
8anglad白h 1968-69 0.27 0.37 
1973・74 0.38 0.39 
India 1967-68 0.48 0.46 
PhiJippines 1965 0.43 0.53 
1971 0.47 0.46 
Sri Lanka 1969-70 0.35 0.41 
1973 0.37 0.4 
Thailand 1968-69 0.33 0.44 
1970 0.45 0.39 
Pakist阻 1969-70 0.3 0.37 
1970-71 0.3 0.36 
South Korea 1966 0.31 0.32 
1971 0.31 0.34 
M副ay帥 1967-68 0.52 
1970 0.46 0.5 
Ug加 da 1970 0.27 0.4 
s.“n:~: Alamair (197I，p.14) 
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Z益金盆三:Percentage of Income Accruing to Rural Housebolds泊 EacbD舵 ileEstimated 
from tbe Housebold Expenditure Survey in Bangladesb for Different Yean 
I D闘いf 1964 1974 1977 1982 1984 1986 1989 
H。凶ebold
Lowest 5% 0.8 1.16 1.19 1.23 1.10 
Decilc 1 3.3 2.4 2.84 2.95 2.92 2.74 
Decilc 2 4.8 4.27 4.37 4.30 4.13 
Decile S 5.6 5.34 5.46 5.30 5.10 
Decile 4 6.3 6.37 6.46 6.20 6.05 
Decile 1-4 20.4 19.1 18.3 18.82 19.24 19.95 18.D2 
Decile 5 7.1 7.47 7.53 7.10 7.12 
Decile 6 8.0 8.71 8.67 8.20 8.25 
Decile 7 9.8 10.26 10.11 9.55 9.69 
Decile 8 13.5 12.33 11.75 1.36 11.74 
Decile 9 16.1 15.73 14.81 14.08 15.10 
Decile 10 27 26.4 26.69 27.89 31.00 30.08 
Top-5% 16.8 16.0 17.3 16.78 18.14 21.36 19.81 
Gi田i 0.33 0.36 0.44 0.36 0.35 0.36 0.37 
Coefficient 
Source: Compiled from Bangladesh St副isticalPocketbook 1994 (p.328) & 1992 (p.3II)， 
Alamgir (1977，p.70)， Haque卸 dRahman (1988，p.57) 
Note: 81ank cels indicate no estimates avaiJable 
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1992 
1.07 
2.67 
4.07 
5.10 
6.05 
18.96 
7.21 
8.57 
10.28 
12.30 
15.71 
28.04 
17.80 
0.36 
h企ι1.:Ownership of Land by 8ize Class in Bangladesh in 1984・84
Land No. of Households Amount of (acr回)Land' Owned 
HoldiDg5 
Number % Cum目% Amount % Cum.% (acres) 
No land 1198156 8.67 8.67 。 。 。
0.01-0.04 1305266 9.45 18.12 32631.65 0.14 0.14 
0.05-0.49 3895449 28.19 46.31 1051771.23 4.37 4.51 
0.50-0.99 1660082 12.01 58.32 1236761.09 5.14 9.65 
1.00・2.49 2978992 21.56 79.88 5198341.04 21.60 31.25 
2.50-7.49 2247580 16.27 96.15 11226662.1 46.65 77.9 
7.50 + 532121 3.85 100.0 5321210 22.10 
TotaI 13817646 100.0 100.0 24067377.1 100.0 100.0 
SOllrce: Bangladesh Statistical P叫 ketbook，I994(Jan.1995，p.147) 
I Calculated through multiplying the mid.value of .ach clas with th. r.sp.ctive numb.r of hous.holds 
Z達金色立:Gini Coefficient for Land distribution in Bangladesh 
Year Basis Gini Coefficient 
1960 Operational holdings 0.50 
1967・68 Operational holdings 0.48 
1977 Operational holdings 0.42 
1977 Ownership 0.43 
1983-84 Operational holdings 0.53 
1983-84 Ownership 0.49 
SOllrce: Alauddin and Tisd.1I (1989，pp.552) 
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昌生色豆:Gini Coefficient of Income Inequality and Inequality in Terms 。flandholdings by proportion of poor in Rural Bangladesb 
Years Income Proportion of 
Inequality' Poor 
1964 0.33 57.1 
1974 0.36 60.3 
1977 0.44 78.9 
1982 0.36 55.3 
1984 0.35 46.2 
1986 0.36 37.3 
1989 0.37 43.4 
1992 0.36 45.4 
'Taken from工able1. From 1974 to 1989 Task Force data wcre considered 
However， For the years 1964 and 1992， thc propo目ionwcre estimatcd 
合omAhmad & Hossain (I985)and Sen (1995) respectively by considering 
their averagc differences of the overlapping years骨omTask Force estimates. 
1 Gini-coefficient of川comeinequality data have bcen taken from主主k.1for 
the respective years 
Table 7: Gini Coefficient for Land distribution and 
Proportion of Poor in Rural Bangladesb 
Years Gini Coefficient' Proportion of Poor 
1960 0.50 
1964 
1968 0.48 
1974 
1977 0.42 
1982 
1984 0.49 
1986 
， Taken from Table 5 
2 Taken合omTable 6 
Not~: Blank cels did not have any estimate 
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57.1 
60.3 
78.9 
55.3 
46.3 
37.3 
Graph 1: In∞me Inequality and Proportion 01 Poor 
(Ref.: Table 6) 
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NOTES 
1 Sometimes poverty line also drawn at this level on the basis of actual nutrition intak巴
of the population (Rahman and Haque 1988， p.1乃
2 Galめraithρ979)denoted the poverty of the developing countries as mass poverty， 
where major proportion of population is poor 
3 Whose income is sufficient to have a minimurn of 2122 cals/day/person 
4 Higher value indicates higher inequality and vise-versa 
5 For details of land refonn experience of several Asi釦 coun位iessee “Escaping出e
Poverty Trap: Lessons from Asia" Asian Development Bank， 1994， pp. 26・27
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